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M
odern household lighting has changed the world� Not only does it 

allow us the luxury of working late into the night, it affords us the 

ability to light up our houses in the dark, winter mornings� In the Pacific 

Northwest, December is a dark month� We wake up in the dark and come home 

from work in the dark� It’s just dark�

Before modern lighting, people craved the morning light of dawn� It meant 

they could easily get up and begin their day� It was essential for safety, warmth, 

and sight� I’ve only known this feeling after a storm knocked out power ��� or on 

camping trips to remote areas�

People who desire the dawn are people living in darkness� Perhaps the most 

famous Christmas prophecy is from Isaiah 9:1-7� Isaiah wrote, “On those living in 

the land of deep darkness, a light has dawned�”

The coming of the Christ—the Advent—marked a spiritual transition from 

darkness to light� The result would be hope, peace, love, and joy� Today, we 

begin by lighting the candle of Hope� Our message begins with gloom and 

doom and shifts to light and life� After all, without darkness, you may not 

recognize the light� Without death, you may not fully value life� We are people 

who hope for the dawn!

Sermon Notes:

The basic difference between a something you wish for and something you 

hope for is a            based on 

        �

“Hope is important because it can make the                 

less difficult to    � If we believe that tomorrow will be  

  , we can bear a     today�” – Thich Nhat Hanh

What we    for often helps us understand what we are  

   for�

Romans 5:3-5 teaches us that hope in the     of God  

does not    �

God can be glorified in our:

•    

•    

• and    

God’s people not only hope for the dawn, but are     

   in this         ��� AND need to be!

light

righteousness

child

born

advent

hope

dawn

gloom

Zebulun

prince

peace

joy

rejoice

harvest

darkness

Find the words below in  
the puzzle on the right Scramble Sessions on Zoom:

1� Looking back, what’s a gift you really hoped you’d find under the 

Christmas tree? Why did you want it? How did it feel when you got it? 

How did it make a difference?

2� When runners are racing long-distance, they experience a surge of 

energy when they can finally see the finish line� Why would this impact 

them physically? ��� psychologically? ��� emotionally?

3� As we get closer to bringing 2020 to a close, finding a workable 

treatment for COVID-19 and ending the recent political turmoil, what 

hopeful words can we share with the others around us?
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